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NOTE:

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never 
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at 
the maps on this page, you will note that PV  (as the locals call it) is on 
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - 
one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of 
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the 
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre 
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in 
the Pacific.  Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but 
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.  
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the 
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

You are here, finally! 
We wish you a warm

yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your 
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at 
your hotel.  Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.

WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything 
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a 
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed 
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned 
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa, 
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that 
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in 
the Old Town and on the South Side.

DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation 
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s 
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto 
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for 
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that 
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the 
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what 
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On 
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification 
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you 
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled 
water just about anywhere.

EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often 
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. 
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the 
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to 
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for 
more info: 293-3690.

LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take 
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before 
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the 
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path. 
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And 
don’t worry - this is a safe place.

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates 
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by 
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown, 
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so 
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free 
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the 
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget 
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help 
you check it out or lodge a complaint.

Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.  
Download their app in your smartphone.

TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time, 
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the 
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz 
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc.  North 
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on 
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.

TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long 
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments 
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!

CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and 
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and 
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322, 
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit 
the prefix if dialling a land line.

LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill 
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids, 
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices 
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In 
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the 
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave, 
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.

MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate 
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio), 
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners.  Better 

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION:  350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny 

days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the 
rainy season extends from late June to early October.

FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety 
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer, 
raccoon, etc.

SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine 
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where 
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of 
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of 
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter. 
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to 
its shores to lay their eggs.

ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism, 
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture, 
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon, 
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.

CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in 
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely 
accepted.

BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes. 
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers 
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another 
bus. There are no “transfers”.

TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the 
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with 
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want 
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you 
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver 
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions 
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you 
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds 
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port 

Welcome

Anna Reisman / Ronnie Bravo

Harriet Murray

Krystal Frost / Stan Gabruk

Robbie Stokes, Jr.
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WE’RE OPEN !
The NEW Deja New is open for business!

Come say hello.
We’re at the corner of Venustiano Carranza y Jacarandas, 

just steps from the original location, 
now at 450 Venustiano Carranza.

Latin America News has announced the winners of this 
year’s Mexican Business Excellence Awards and, based on 
brand history, article quality, and social media presence, Puerto 
Vallarta’s Liveliest Website, BanderasNews.com, was named the 
Best Local News & Entertainment Digital Publication’ for 2019!

Latin America is often overlooked for international recognition, 
however, Latin America News believes that businesses and 
individuals across this vital and dynamic region deserve rewarding 
for their contribution to the global corporate space.  As such, they’ve 
created the Latin America Excellence Awards, an innovative set of 
recognitions designed to showcase the hard work and commitment 
of businesses across all industries and regions.

The Mexican Business Excellence Awards acknowledge the 
success of businesses from diverse sectors across Mexico.  From 
financial and legal services, to hospitality and tourism, these 
awards recognize the outstanding efforts and accomplishments 
made by professionals in their chosen field.

In addition to this, the Awards also take a comprehensive look 
at communications achievements across Latin America, and the 
Banderas News Team was recognized for diligently working to 
disseminate the latest Puerto Vallarta news and events, along with 
everything you need to know about living and/or vacationing in 
the greater Banderas Bay area.

Commenting on the program, Jazmin Collins, Awards 
Coordinator stated: “Although Mexico is known for its 
manufacturing-oriented economy, the Mexican Business 
Awards seek to recognize the achievements of business across 
all industries.  To ensure absolute fairness, candidates are 

BanderasNews wins 
Mexican Business Excellence Award!

Congratulations to Denise Deramee! chosen purely on merit, with our winners decided through a 
combination of votes gathered from our network of respected 
industry partners and our own rigorous in-house research.  
Thanks to this rigorous process nothing is left to chance, and as 
such we carefully scrutinize everything from a nominee’s region 
to their performance over the past 12 months, their commitment 
to innovation, their methods, and even their competition to 
ensure that only the most deserving names walk away with one 
of our prestigious trophies. I am proud of each and every one of 
my winners and wish all the best for the future.”

To find out more about these prestigious awards, and 
the dedicated professionals selected for them, please visit 
latinamerica-news.com

The Banderas News Team was recognized for diligently working to 
disseminate the latest Puerto Vallarta, Mexico news, along with local 
information and upcoming events in the greater Banderas Bay region.
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It’s been a hot year in Mexico, and August was no exception. 
According to the National Meteorological Service (SMN), average 
temperatures were the highest ever for the month since the SMN 
started keeping records in 1953.

The average nationwide temperature in August was 27 C, 3.3 
degrees higher than normal.

Previously, the hottest August on record was in 2015, when the 
average temperature was 26.4.

Some municipalities broke records this year, including Eduardo 
Neri, Guerrero, where temperatures reached 47.5 degrees on August 
3, and Aldama, Chihuahua, where the mercury rose to 45 on August 
6.

In Mexico City records were broken between August 14 and 18.  
Hottest of those days was the 16th, when the temperature reached 28.6.

It was also the hottest August on record for Coahuila, Chiapas, 
Durango, Hidalgo, Nuevo León, Querétaro, Quintana Roo, San Luis 
Potosí, Tabasco, Tamaulipas and Yucatán.

The SMN noted that every month in 2019 has been hotter than 
average.  One contributing factor has been low rainfall, which is 
currently at 78% of the average for the period.

Average temperature 3 degrees 
higher than normal

Record-breaking August: 

“The rain accumulated across the country between January 1 and 
September 1 in 2019 was 384.1 millimeters, while the climatology for 
the period is 493.5 millimeters, which means that it’s only rained 78% 
of what it usually rains,” said the SMN.  “That could be associated 
with low cloud cover, increasing short-wave radiation which arrives 
to the surface, and low humidity, which decreases evaporation that 
lowers surface temperatures.”

(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, Reforma)

Column 1 shows average temperatures this year and Column 2 the 
averages between 1981 and 2010. Column 3 indicates the difference 
between the first two.
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You will always find a dog in 
Puerto Vallarta.  There are dogs to 
adopt, dogs to purchase, and dogs 
to trade.  There are dogs walking on 
the streets and running on the beach.  
I have noticed the three-legged 
dog as he wobbles proudly, yet 
prophetically, to find food during 
a hot day in the city.  I have also 
noticed the dog fresh from surgery 
with a small bright pink cast on its 
leg, professionally set after what 
seemed like a small bone fracture.  
Nonetheless, I can only begin to 
question the positive effect of pet 
companionship in Puerto Vallarta.  
Whether you enjoy dogs or 
not, you will encounter a wide 
variety of dog interactions.  
Even more noticeable are the 
emotional love and admiration 
locals and even expats have 
with their canine companion.  
According to statistics, people 
who have one or more pets in 
their homes lead happier lives, 
are considerably healthier, 
live longer and weigh less 
than those who don’t.   Mostly 
due to their non-judgemental 
demeanor, dogs contribute 
many benefits to an individual’s 
physical, mental, and emotional 
well-being.  This begins to point to 
clues as to why many dogs tend to 
find themselves in their own rags-
to-riches fairy-tale story. 

As worldly news and local events 
leave less than utopian emotions 

Robbie Stokes, Jr.

Pets & Strangers
about day-to-day affairs, arriving 
home to a dog offers the calming 
nature of a loving creature which 
often lowers anxieties and allows 
calming restoration from previous 
traumatic events.  These precious 
moments even add companionship 
to the single-status resident of 
Puerto Vallarta.  These same 
aspiring writers, student researchers, 
and strategic planners often find 
themselves face-to-face with a stray 
dog of Puerto Vallarta entering the 
first meet-and-greet between furry 
friends and human strangers.  Like 
in dating, if both parties find value 
in the trip, the new home offers a 
new level of joy and excitement as 

a new relationship forges.  These 
selfless attitudes build up a local 
community that works among 
themselves to find homes locally 
or abroad for the Mexican-born 
canines.

During the day you may find 
various activities that include dogs, 
from riding in the front passenger 
seat of a car to jogging with a dry-
fit sport shirt on the beach.  The 
numerous ways humans include 
their dog into their day also proves 
evidence of how the ‘dog-life” as 
a companion to a human could 
rival friendship with a royal family 
member.  Dogs enjoy various 
opportunities to join their human 
counterpart that could include a day 

of shopping at Plaza Caracol or a 
stunning dinner with dessert along 
the Malecón.  Most interestingly, 
most of the dogs were not born 
into such a life of luxury, yet have 
inherited the goodwill of a person or 
family looking for the four-legged 

paradise day partner.
Staying on time has grown 

into an acceptance of a cultural 
truth that on-time in Puerto 
Vallarta does not mean the 
same on-time in Florida.  
Humans adjust to these cultural 
differences through words, 
patience, and understanding.  
For dogs, the lack of the ability 
to reason offers any human 
partner the benefit of inheriting 
daily time management.  As 
dogs progress from animal 
strangers into human heart 
throbs, the daily commitment to 

a schedule of walking, cleaning, and 
feeding also could motivate even the 
laziest of pet adopters.  Whether we 
want to agree or not, when nature 
calls, dogs have an amazing sense 
of answering the call religiously.  
Whether we gain management of 
this communication exchange or not, 
the habitual behaviors of adopting a 
dog offers a daily structure for any 
person seeking mental awareness 
to a proper daily sunrise-sunset 
schedule.

Overall, whether someone adopts, 
purchases, or trades for a new dog 
in PV, the relationship dogs have 
with human strangers could inspire 
anyone to find their own personal 

companion into the animal 
kingdom.  Due to these observations, 
our organization called I Talk to 
Strangers Foundation has proudly 
adopted two of Vallarta’s very own 
local breeds.  Working with animals 
in this city offers this perspective of 
the gateway into the animal world.  
Understanding nature through dog-
human relationships will progress 
humans into the greater day-to-day 
responsibility we have to each other 
and to the animal world. As Marley 
(like Bob Marley) and Bonita 
(Español: beautiful) continue their 
service training with our executive 
volunteers, we look forward to 
sharing more of the beautiful 
benefits our canine companions 
offer as we visit local schools and 
hospitals to continue our mission 
of uniting strangers, one person, 
one conversation, one stranger at a 
time.  We have a great feeling we 
can use the extra smiles and legs 
along our journey!

Animal lovers! These are the 
Facebook pages of some PV 

non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta

25,000+ friends
PV AnimalAc 1,800+ friends

PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and 

flight angels 1,400+ members
assists PV’s Animal Shelter

Friends of Puerto Vallarta Animals
8,300+ followers

assists PV’s Animal Shelter
PuRR Project 

1,300+ followers
www.purrproject.com

AngeliCat 
8,700+ followers
Paraíso Felino

1,400+ followers
Match Dog Com Puerto Vallarta

2,500+ followers
MexPup

7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com

Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals

6,600+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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Salud Super Food – 
Tuesday, October 8th.
534-A Olas Altas, 

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
Monday to Saturday.

Original, unique 
vegan, vegetarian and 
omnivorous dishes, 
excellent drinks and 
coffees, soups, salads, 
bowls, wraps, etc. – all 
SO HEALTHY!

Reopening soon!

El Arrayan – Wednesday, October 2nd.
344 Allende, downtown.

Mexican cuisine Restaurant & Cooking Classes since 2003.  Relaxed, 
attentive, casual service.  Recognized by our specialties from different 
regions in Mexico.  Original cocktails, appetizers, ceviches, salads, 
moles and slow cooked dishes such as: duck carnitas, beef barbacoa, 
cochinita pibil.  All the ice creams and desserts are home made.

Selected Mexican wine list and children’s menu available.  Gay 
& Pet Friendly, some vegetarian options, 100% gluten-free menu.  
Credit cards accepted. 

Archie’s Wok – probably October 7th.  
Open from 2 to 10:30 p.m., Monday to Saturday.

130 Francisca Rodriguez, by the Pier.
Archie’s Wok is widely recognized as Vallarta’s best Asian fusion 

restaurant, featuring authentic, freshly prepared cuisine from 
Thailand to the Philippines, to China and Vietnam.

Family owned and operated since 1986.  The history began in 
1977 when Archie Alpenia began working as the famous Hollywood 
Director John Huston’s private chef at his personal retreat in Banderas 
Bay.  From then on, the restaurant continues to be run by his wife 
Cindy, daughter Kyoki and son Sergio. 

Los Mercados – 
Thursday, October 3rd. 

Check their 
Facebook page!

165 Aquiles Serdan, 
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., 
Monday to Saturday.

Pastries & coffees, 
fresh veggies, superb 
wine selection, deli, 
fresh breads, etc.
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Coco Tropical – in October.  Check their Facebook page.
101 Basilio Badillo 101, open every day from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

“Right on the beach... Great for serious, first rate people watching... 
The sound of the waves, subtle lights, discreet and efficient service, 
fabulous menu and quality of every dish therein... Fully stocked bar for 
that special, refreshing drink in the middle of the day...”

D’z Route 66 Rock ‘n Roll Diner – mid-October.  Check their Facebook page.
3 Paseo de la Marina, Local 6 in Marina Vallarta.

Opens every day for breakfast, lunch and dinner, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Original Rock ‘n Roll Diner whose concept is based on the 60’s with their 

rockolas, memorabilia, colors, foods, drinks, etc… you’ve gotta live it!

Chez Elena – 520 Matamoros, open for dinner.  
Check this space or their Facebook page for re-opening date.
“...a privileged location, with an interesting history... international 

cuisine... pastas and salads... Mexican specialties from Veracruz and the 
Yucatan... excellent service, prices accessible to all... the patio setting with 
all its gardens, unique rooftop bar/terrace with unsurpassable view, an 
unforgettable event.”
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Everyone at Act2PV is working very hard to get ready for the opening 
of the very best season Act2PV has ever had!  The OPENING NIGHT 
show for MAMMA MIA! is already sold out, and the Michael Jackson 
Extravaganza, MJ LIVE is not far behind.  We have just updated our 
website with all the information about the 2019/2020 shows, so if you 
would like to be a part of all the fun, please act now!  Tickets are available 
on our website, so be sure and get yours before it’s too late!

Act2PV, along with Music Theater International (MTI), are excited to announce the opening night 
of the Broadway Musical, MAMMA MIA! on Tuesday, October 29!  MAMMA MIA!, the most 
exciting production in PV History, is inspired and enhanced by a passel of well-known ABBA tunes! 
It is a “feel-good” kind of show that will make you want to sing along to the familiar songs, and get 
up and dance in the aisles!  

Sophie, the 20-year old bride, is planning to get married in a little hotel on a Greek island where 
she has worked with her single mother, Donna, her whole life.   Unbeknownst to Donna, Sophie has 
longed to find the father she has never known. After accidentally finding and reading her mother’s 
diary, she finds clues that point to three lovers from her mom’s “free-spirited” past that “might” be 
her father.  Sophie secretly invites all three of these men to her wedding, and hilarity ensues!

This delightful story features lots of nostalgic singing and dancing, as well as a HUGE cast, with 
a creative and colorful set design, beautiful, custom-created costumes, and brilliant choreography 
created by one of Mexico’s finest choreographers, Federico Nuñez Murias.

Act2PV will host a costume party for the opening night of “MJ LIVE,” an extraordinary, Michael 
Jackson celebration, dedicated to the creative genius and the unsurpassed talent of the legendary 
“King of Pop,” Michael Jackson!  All contestants – Come to the party at 6:00 p.m., dressed 
in your favorite “Thriller” or “Michael Jackson” costume!  Everyone else…  Wear Black! 
Michael Jackson is coming to Act2PV!  

“MJ LIVE” is an extraordinary Michael Jackson celebration, dedicated to the creative genius 
and the unsurpassed talent of the legendary “King of Pop,” Michael Jackson!  This show just 
finished a run of several years here in Vallarta and it received absolutely outstanding reviews!  This 
visual and musical journey through the life of the 20th century’s most idolized entertainer promises 
to repeat the whole Michael Jackson experience.  MJ LIVE features six dancers, acrobatics, and an 
incredibly talented Venezuelan TV personality and Award-winning Michael Jackson impersonator, 
Jose Martinez, who has performed from Brazil to Mexico (and every country in between)!  The 
show also features an incredible sound system and a multi-faceted light show!  With songs such as 
Thriller, Billie Jean, Smooth Criminal, Bad, Beat It, ABC, Don’t Stop Til You Get Enough, etc., this 
90-minute spectacular pays homage to the songs and dances that made Michael Jackson one of the 
most revered artists of our time.  Tickets are available at act2pv.com

Act2PV is gearing up for 
2019/2020 Season-Opening Week! 

The HIT Broadway Musical Comedy 
MAIN STAGE Opening Night & WHITE Party - October 29 - 7 p.m. (SOLD OUT) 

Continuing shows:  Mondays, Thursdays, Saturdays - 7 p.m.

MAMMA MIA!

Halloween Night / Thursday, October 31 - Catered Party 6 p.m. / Show 7 p.m.

Costume party for new “MJ LIVE” opening!
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Continuing Shows at Act II:

Tickets to all shows can be purchased online at act2pv.com 
or at the box office, which opens at 4 p.m. on show days.

The Act II Entertainment Stages complex is located on the 
2nd floor at the corner of Insurgentes and Basilio Badillo 

in the Romantic Zone. Website - www.act2pv.com  Email: - 
act2entertainmentproductions Tickets are available at act2pv.com

Act II is #2 in “Things to Do” 
in Puerto Vallarta! (Trip Advisor) 
Voted #1 Entertainment Venue 

(Vallarta Tribune “Best of Vallarta” Reader’s Poll) 

Danny Mininni always picks a new “break out singer” to perform 
at the Red Room Opening Night show on his birthday on November 
2.  This year he has chosen Daniela as the featured singer for the Las 
Vegas-themed opening night of the Red Room!  This catered party 
will feature many of your favorite foods found in a Las Vegas Buffet! 
Act2PV’s very own “Showgirl,” Daniela Treviño can sing like an 
angel, and dance like a pro!  Having worked with the founder of Cirque 
du Soleil, and starring as the lead singer in “Savia” (the current show 
at Rhythms of the Night), this beautiful, sexy, whimsical, sassy vixen 
studied music and dance at the Escuela de la Música del Rock a la 
Palabra and contemporary singing at the Academia de Arte de Florencia, 
both in Mexico City.  She’s wearing beautiful, handmade costumes 
designed by Mexican haute couture designer, Federico Nuñez Murias 
and will delight the audience with songs made famous by the women 
of Las Vegas, such as Beyonce, Celine, Jennifer Lopez, Charo, Gloria 
Estafan, Mariah, Cher and more.

Be sure to watch for information about our new season 
in upcoming issues of The PV Mirror!

“Showgirl,” starring 
Daniela Treviño 

Beyonce, Celine, Jennifer 
Lopez, Charo, Gloria Estafan, 

Mariah, Cher and more…  
A Throwback to the Women 
of Las Vegas Entertainment 
Red Room Opening Show / 
Act2PV Founding Partner 
Danny Mininni’s Birthday 
/ Showgirl’s Opening Night 

“GLITTER” Party  
Saturday, November 2 - 

Party 6:30 p.m. / Show 7:30 p.m. 
Dress in your best feathers, 

boas and glitter!
Continuing Shows: 
Fridays - 7:30 p.m.
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Krystal Frost

For questions and comments - Cell: 322 116-9645
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

Krystal Frost

Spring is in the air.  With it 
comes… allergies, red, burning 
eyes, stuffy nose and sneezing.  I 
happen to have a bit of it myself 
this year as our mango trees are 
in full bloom outside the bedroom 
windows.  Sometimes we just have 
a spell... but I have a little patient 
that suffers from asthma... we tried a 
number of non-invasive treatments 
for the 6-year old and discovered all 
she really needed was some dirt… 
Read on, Dear Reader.

Allergies and your immune system

Increases in immune system 
disasters have greatly increased 
in recent years.  Asthma cases, 
hay fever, eczema, food allergies, 
lupus, multiple sclerosis and other 
afflictions are all on the rise.

Asthma, hay fever, eczema and 
food allergies are all “allergic 
diseases” caused by your immune 
system responding to substances 
that are ordinarily harmless, such 
as pollen or peanuts. Autoimmune 
diseases, which include lupus, MS, 
Type 1 diabetes and inflammatory 
bowel disease, also result from 
your body’s defense mechanisms 
malfunctioning, causing your 
immune system to attack parts of 
your body such as your nerves,  
pancreas or digestive tract.

Experts estimate that many 
allergies and immune-system 
diseases have doubled, tripled or 
even quadrupled in the last few 
decades.  Some studies indicate 
that more than half of the U.S. 
population has at least one allergy.

Many researchers suspect 
the increase has an explanation 
rooted in aspects of modern 
living - including the “hygiene 
hypothesis,” which blames 
growing up in increasingly 
sterile homes. Others have 
pointed to changes in diet, air 
pollution, and even the rise in 
obesity and sedentary lifestyles. 
One reason that many researchers 
suspect something about modern 
living is to blame is that the 
increases show up largely in 
highly developed countries in 
Europe and North America.  

The illnesses have only started 
to rise in other countries as they 
have become more developed. 

(Sources: Washington Post 
March 4, 2008)

Numerous studies have 
provided some compelling 
evidence that your body actually 
benefits from regular exposure to 
dirt.  So when a child is exposed 
to a bit of bacteria, their immune 
system does what it’s supposed 
to: it develops a tolerance to it.  
Here’s a summary of what has 
been found so far:
•	 Kids who are overly 

hygienic are at an increased 
risk of developing wheezing 
- a symptom of asthma - and 
eczema.  A study in the Archives 
of Disease in Childhood found 
that children with the highest 
degree of personal hygiene - 
those who washed their faces and 
hands more than five times per 
day, cleaned before meals, and 
bathed more than two times each 
day (I don’t know any kids like 
that!) - were the most likely to 
develop eczema and wheezing.
•	 Kids who grow up in 

extremely clean homes are more 
likely to develop asthma and hay 
fever than kids who grow up on 
farms or in houses with a little bit 
of dirt, according to a 2002 study 
in The New England Journal of 
Medicine.

•	 Children who are raised 
with pets, or who have older 
siblings, are less likely to develop 
allergies, possibly because they 
are exposed to more bacteria.

What can you do?
Well, if you’re an adult who 

already has allergies, learn how 
to get control of your allergies 
by experimenting with your diet 
and check the environmental 
pollutants in your home, get 
yourself some eye drops for that 
spell we have with the mangos 
in bloom...   If you are a parent, 
please realize that the future of 
your kids’ immune system is in 
your hands. 
•	 Let your child be a child.  

Allow your kids to play outside 
and get dirty. 
•	 Keep antibacterial soaps 

in the Doctor’s office, simple soap 
and water is all you need at home.
•	 Serving locally grown 

or organic meats that do not 
contain antibiotics that can stir up 
reactions.
•	 Keep bathing to once a 

day before bedtime. 
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Harriet Murray

Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com   www.casasandvillas.com
Harriet Murray

Buying and selling real estate in Mexico is similar to the closing 
process in Europe and South American countries: A notary 
(specialized attorney appointed for life) is empowered to transfer 
real estate.  Using a notary for closing is different from US and 
Canadian transactions.  The notary in most of the world is the 
highly trained and paid professional we use here in Mexico.  In 
our experience, a notary public is not by any means the same 
profession even though the names are the same.

The notary is required to adequately identify the sellers and to 
ensure that the property taxes, bank trust and condominium fees (if 
applicable), as well as water bills are paid and current at closing.

The notary is not required to ensure that electric or other utilities 
(except water) bills are paid.  These other utilities will not be 
mentioned if you don’t have the right representation, as chances 
are you will assume this will be no problem and can easily be 
handled later.  To think this is to be very wrong.

Your real estate agent or attorney should explain to you the 
utility change procedure.  No new buyer wants to pay or have to 
find the former seller to pay a large electric or phone bill before he 
can have the service put into his name.  But this can happen and 
it does. 

Two things not talked about enough when closing real estate 
transactions in Mexico:
1.	 The utility bills should be paid through the day of closing 

by the seller.  He should furnish you with a bill and receipt of 
payment, especially for electricity and telephone.  In some cases, 
the notary will keep original bills of the seller, so you may have to 
accept a copy of the last paid bill.  Why do you need these last paid 
bills?  To prove they are paid and to use later.  

Utilities and real estate closings in Mexico

2.  It is far better to transfer the utility accounts (especially CFE 
electric and telephone), rather than open new ones, but it will not 
be possible to be made until after closing.  Later, when you have 
the transfer done, you have until after closing.  HOWEVER, some 
buyers have decided to open new accounts, because for the time, 
being CFE does not keep the same plateau for wattage use, so the 
new owner establishes his own usage and pricing level.  To transfer, 
you will need the proof of the account as well as a letter signed by 
seller with his ID, requesting the utility company to transfer the 
account into our name.  The best and sometimes only time to get 
this letter signed and the ID is at the closing table.  After closing, 
when the bill comes due, you will pay it and begin the transfer.  
You can be comfortable that that you have a receipt for the last 
payment made by the seller, and you will not need to make up 
unpaid back payments if you have a copy of the receipt showing 
the bill was paid through closing by the seller. 

This handling of utilities may seem like an obvious and easy task 
as part of closing, but most of the procedure will be unfamiliar 
to you.  Lack of attention to paying and setting up transfer of the 
utilities can turn into problems later and leave a bad taste in your 
mouth.  Be aware and make sure these two steps are handled at 
closing and you will be very glad afterwards.  Many sellers and 
buyers are not going to be in Mexico when the utilities need to be 
transferred and whoever will be doing it for you cannot easily get 
the paid receipts, account number, or the seller’s ID to take care of 
the transfer for you.  

A note: CFE (the electric state-mandated monopoly) requires a 
copy of the registered transaction from the public registry.  The 
current time for you to pick up the recorded escritura (deed) back 
from the public registry is 6 months. 

This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices and 
my personal experiences.  I recommend that each potential buyer 
or seller of real estate conduct his own due diligence and review.



Ongoing Events & More...

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- charity groups and 
non-profit organizations in and around PV, you may want to check out: 

ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php

Historical Naval Museum 
(right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) $45. Pesos.

Voladores de Papantla perform @ 6 p.m. 
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.

PLEASE leaf through this issue for the many events that
do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!

N.B.: All events are subject to change without notice.

Tuesdays & Thursdays - 9:30 a.m. - Humanitarian Tour of 
Corazón de Niña, including brunch.  Reserve: 224-9209

Tues. to Fri. - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 p.m., Sat.: 9 & 11 a.m. 
+ 1 p.m. - El Salado Estuary Mangroves Tours, 
bilingual guides.  Reserve at Cell: (322) 201-7361.

Fridays - Shabbat Services & dinner.  
Info & Reservations: Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com

Wednesdays - 8 p.m. - Practilonga! - at J&B Dancing 
Club, Fco. I. Madero 178.  Free!

12 noon to 1 p.m. - Center for Spiritual Living - at the 
Cuale Cultural Center on Isla Cuale  Rev. CorinaScherer 

Fridays - 9:30 am - 1:30 pm - Marsol Market - by the pier

11 a.m.-2 p.m. - AngeliCat & Acopio Pet Adoptions - 
at Plaza Caracol
5 p.m. - Bilingual Mass - at Our Lady of Guadalupe 

Sundays - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band,
7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - Dancing in the main square
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal rescued by the 

SPCA, please contact spcapv@gmail.com

Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays - 9 a.m. to closing - PETCO 
Cats & Dogs Adoption Center - next to La Comer

Saturdays

Thursdays - 9:50 a.m. - Cultural Tour of PV Artisans - 
by steps of Guadalupe Church - 370 Hidalgo (main square) 
$300. Pesos
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Emergency Line: 911

178-8999 / Emergency: 911

178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000

Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

Hospiten 226.2081

222.0923
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Solution to crossword on page 17 Solution to Sudoku on page 17

AEROTRON                  226-8440   
AIR CANADA   01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA           01 800 252-7522 
AMERICAN      01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL         See United
DELTA              01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER        01 800 432-1359
INTERJET         01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY   01 800 924-6184
UNITED             01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS    01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO  01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST    01 800 435 9792
WESTJET           01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS            01 551 102-8000

9 a.m. – English Services, also Bilingual Services on Sundays at 10:45 a.m. 
– at Calvary Chapel (non-denominational) by Hotel Las Palmas
9:30 a.m. – English Worship Service – First Baptist Church, 
next to Park Hidalgo
9:30 a.m. - Grace Vineyard Church Bilingual at Westin Resort & Spa 
in the PV Marina, 9:30 - English, 10 - Español.
10 a.m. - Traditional Christian communion service – at the 
Anglican Church Puerto Vallarta (formerly Christ Church by the sea)
10 a.m. – English Services w/communion, Anglican/Episcopal – 
at Christ Church by the Sea – Plaza Genovesa
10 a.m. - Amazing Grace Christian Church - Non-Denominational - 
at Ciao Restaurant, Paseo Cocoteros 35, Nuevo Vallarta.
10:30 a.m. — Non-denominational Contemporary Christian Worship
Paradise Church at Act II 
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Stan Gabruk (Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

One reason why catching a big fish is so exciting is because it’s not as 
easy as you think.  You don’t just drop a line in the water and Bam!  You 
have a trophy gamefish!  Especially now as we deal with tropical storms, the 
occasional nearby hurricane, and weird currents, to name a few challenges.  
You can also throw in wild currents, dirty water, water temperatures and bait 
availability.  Experienced captains know how to handle it all.  Big talking 
captains follow the ones out who know what they’re doing.  At times it can 
come down to having the right colored feather or the right lure.  Yes, folks, 
welcome to my world.  But when you mix it all up in a bowl and bake it in 
the tropical sun, it adds up to some of the best fishing in the world.  Right 
now, it all comes down to skill, luck and your captain’s intuition.  Throw in 
the quality and many times the amount of equipment you have, then check 
your pulse.  Of course, there’s the other side of the equation, the “pay off” 
of big Black Marlin, Yellowfin Tuna, Sailfish, Dorado and more.  Right now, 
you’re going to experience all of these things at Corbeteña and El Banco.  Is 
it worth it?  Well, don’t look at your wallet when you answer that question, 
we already know you can put some big money out to bring home that “finned 
fantasy”.  If the only thing you can think of is “if I don’t catch a fish I’ll be 
pissed”!  In that case, amigo, you’re missing the point and it would be best 
if you keep those few pesos in your pocket.  Fishing, especially big game 
fishing, isn’t for the squeamish or those who measure their life in dollars.  
If you’re like most of my customers at this time of the year, looking at the 
challenge of bringing in a world class, maybe world record fish, this article 
is dedicated to you!  One thing to be aware of, the dirty water from the recent 
tropical storms passing by is far reaching.  About six miles before you come 
to the high spots you’ll find dirty water, but it’s blue after that, so a longer 
fishing day is what I would suggest, but not to the “wallet watchers”.  You’ll 
catch fish, but it may take a major portion of your fishing day.

Tropical storms and hurricanes by pass us all the time, most of the time 
you don’t even hear about them unless you’re looking for the information 
like I do.  Stormy conditions, rough seas and the likes are part of my “job”.  
But they can also produce opportunities like we’re seeing now.  This week 
Corbeteña and El Banco have different personalities.  El Banco is seeing a 
major increase in Black Marlin in both numbers and size as they’re averaging 

Tropical conditions, Marlin, Shark, Tuna,
and Bottle Nose Dolphin, Oh My!

in the 600-lb range right now.  Blue Marlin are here also in the same size 
ranges.  Yellowfin Tuna are running between 80 and 200 lbs., but with the 
warm water you’ll be using the downriggers.  There lies “a” challenge with 
Black Tip Sharks, they’re snatching bait like candy from a baby. So if you 
like Shark this is great, they’re great tasting for sure.  Most of these Black 
Tips are in the 6-foot or 2-meter range and about 150 lbs. up.  Dorado 
averaging at 25 lbs., larger if there’s any debris or trash line.  Massive 
amounts of bait and around the high spots Rainbow Runners are at 40 to 50 
lbs.  I’d suggest opening the stomach to see what they’re eating and do the 
best you can to mimic it.  But your captain knows that already.  A “daisy 
chain” with Hoochies, plastic squid impersonators have been working, but 
if you use a line heavier than a 40-pound line, it will be ignored by Tuna 
and Marlin.  Captain Cesar was at El Banco for the last couple of days 
and was frustrated that one day the area was loaded with varied species, 
the next day it turned into a “fish ghost town”.  That’s enough to keep the 
Wallet Watchers at bay. 

Corbeteña is much the same, but at “The Rock” there are Bottle Nose 
Dolphin running the area playing “tag” with your bait.  That means chasing 
your “Chorra” and eating your bait right up to the hook.  It’s kinda cute 
until you start running out of bait, then it’s another “challenge”.  Yellowfin 
Tuna in the 100-lb range are there as well, but again on downriggers it’s 
candy from a baby for Shark.  Sailfish are off the north side, Dorado are 
small but could be much larger around the trash line.  Sailfish are running 
eight miles to the north of The Rock as well.  Water at Corbeteña is mostly 
blue which means the visibility for Marlin and the others is great, so we’ll 
take the good with the bad.  It’s your captain’s job to figure it out. For now 
El Banco and Corbeteña are your best fishing options.  I suggest a 12-hour 
day so you can move some water and take a tour between these two world 
famous locations.  Good luck, amigos, be ready to do some work! 
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www.facebook.com/pages/Master-Baiters-Sportfishing-Tackle/88817121325  

Web page:  www.MasterBaiters.com.mx , Local Ph. at: (044) 322 779 7571 or our international number 
is: 011 52 322 209-1128, 10 to 9 local time.

The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing and Tackle is protected under trade mark law and is the 
sole property of Stan Gabruk.

Stan Gabruk

If you notice we don’t’ talk much about the Marieta Islands much 
anymore, it’s a protected area and you can’t get close, especially now since 
they allow people to visit the “lovers beach area”.  But Punta Mita is alive 
and well.  Not too many species running the area but with the recent rains 
and the normal trash line, anything is possible.  Sailfish are anywhere from 
the shore line where they love the “Agua Dulce” or fresh water to 10 miles 
off the point.  Blue Marlin are small but there, in the same location.  No 
Dolphin and no Sharks to challenge your captain.  Dorado are also around 
a nice trash line in the area at 20 to 30 lbs., if lucky.  No word on Rooster 
fish availability and the water could be dirty here so be prepared to change 
your plan of attack.  On the back side of El Moro, there are Sailfish and 
the possibility of a Blue Marlin in the clean spots.  One thing to remember: 
these conditions will only last a day or two more so don’t get depressed, 
just wait a day or two and this area will turn back into a fish machine… Or 
so my broken crystal ball is telling me…

Inside the bay is “inside the bay”.  It’s not the place to be if you want 
to catch larger fish, but for the family guy or the person who just wants to 
have some fun and catch some smaller fish, this is exactly what the doctor 
ordered.  Jack Crevalle are in the 30-lb range, they don’t seem to be affected 
by dirty water.  Sailfish, freaks I might add, have been boated off La Cruz 
and around Los Arcos, opposite ends of the bay.  Did I mention this is kinda 
freaky?  A four-hour day in the bay is fun but won’t produce Moby Dick, so 
just remember that when the starving promoters are selling a bill of goods. 

First, water temperatures are still in the 90 / 91-degree area so down 
riggers are a definite requirement.  Even then Sharks could find your 
“candy” so be prepared with plenty of plastics or lures which have been 
working.  And the Shark and Dolphin are smart enough to leave them 
alone.  Probably the best advice this week is just that, Plastics!!  The bite 
for some reason seems to be stuck at 09:30, so sleep in a bit and hit it when 
it’s hot.  For a 4-hour trip, it’s best to leave about 08:30 so you can be sure 

to give yourself the best chances to catch the mini-mobiles!  Ha ha… I 
imagine about Wednesday things will improve, dirty water will fade out and 
the wallet watchers can feel more comfortable.  After the last tropical storm, 
we saw some strong and strange currents come in, this is what brought the 
Sharks but they also brought in Black Marlin as well.  So I guess the moral 
of the story this week is “Stay positive, have plenty of fuel and plastics”.  
Keep a positive attitude and get to know your crew, they’re all great guys. 

Our world famous Yellowfin Tuna Fishing Grounds close to the Tres 
Marias Islands fared very well after the recent storms and they’re seeing 
Yellowfin Tuna well over 250 lbs., many over 325 lbs.  Black Marlin are 
farther out off the islands and of course if around the first islands of Cleofas 
you’ve got a good shot at some nice sized Rooster fish.  Again, every time 
your line hits the water at this time of the year, you have the real possibility 
of hooking into a world record, every time!  I have the best boats and prices 
for these trips, check my web page for further details.  This would be perfect 
for the Wallet Watchers, but you’ll be on a luxury boat for 2.5 days or more, 
depending on what you want. Contact me for more information, amigos…

Until next week, don’t forget to kiss Your Fish!
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Can be found at CANMEX Computers. 
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs, Data 
Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware upgrades, 
Graphic Design, House-calls available. Cellular 044-
322-157-0688 or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com

Ronnie Bravo

Now that you’ve decided on your 
new computer, you head to the cash 
register (if buying in a store) or click 
check out - if buying online.  Here 
is where the retailer tries to load 
on “extras” to your new computer 
purchase.  Much like on a new car 
purchase and their all-weather mats 
or cold weather package, computer 
extras often are not needed, but get 
piled on as costly “options”.

In the computer world, these can 
come in the form of 5-year antivirus 
protection or in-store extended 
warranties. Before you agree to 
“extras” at the check-out, take a deep 
breath and look at things realistically.  
Windows 10 has a very good built in 
antivirus now… so for the average 
user, extra paid antivirus is not needed.

We know in great detail the warranty 
and extended warranty available on 
a new car.  But when it comes to a 
new computer, I think people are just 
excited to get the new toy home and 
see how fast it is compared to their old 
museum-ready computer. 

All name brand computer 
manufacturers give a 1-year warranty-
parts and labor.  HP, Dell, and Sony 
have good warranty track records 
here in Mexico.  HP even has on-site 
warranty for some models.  On-site 
warranty is where the HP tech comes 
to you!  At the end of the day, how the 
manufacturer honors their warranty 
makes all the difference.

But never buy a BestBuy or 
retail store’s extended warranty.  
They just “re-sell” you the same 
manufacturers’ extended warranty, 
with 150% markup on it.  Always get 

Hardware warranties
the extended warranty directly with 
the manufacturer. Don’t worry about 
trying to figure out how to buy the 
extended warranty direct from the 
manufacturer… they load a nagging 
app on new computers to get you to 
buy this extended warranty, very soon 
after the initial boot-ups.

I’ve seen VERY good warranty 
service from HP Mexico personally.  
Two years ago, my then 8-month-
old HP laptop developed a failing 
motherboard.  I looked up my paperwork 
on it and called HP.  After some testing 
on the phone they were satisfied about 
the problems I initially reported.  I was 
given my golden “orden de servicio” 
and told to call back in a day or two 
to be given the DHL shipping number 
for the empty box being sent by HP to 
send in my laptop to Guadalajara for 
warranty repair.

Long story short, HP did a very 
good job.  They only had the laptop 
in their labs for 3 working days.  That 
includes for testing to verify the old 
motherboard was failing, locating and 
installing the new motherboard to fit 
my model of laptop, and testing to 
ensure all was good again.  Another 2 
working days for shipping and I was 

back up and running. Unfortunately, 
the same cannot be said for some other 
manufacturers here.  Acer has a terrible 
track record for doing warranty repair 
work in Mexico.  I have one client 
who sent their laptop in to Acer for 
warranty and 3 months went by and 
still no word of a returning, working 
laptop.  The client ended up going to 
Profeco, but that did not get things 
resolved.  She ended up just buying a 
new laptop in the interim. 

If you live here most of the year, you 
may want to consider purchasing your 
next laptop here as opposed to saving a 
few dollars and buying in the US.  With 
the exchange being 19:1, a $9,000-peso 
laptop is only $500. US in reality. Also 
warranties from most laptops bought 
in the US do not have “worldwide” 
warranty coverage.  Having someone 
“mule” your dead laptop up to the US for 
warranty work, is a big pain. Now if you 
do have a warranty claim, what about 
your important documents and photos?  
If you can back up any data, before 
sending your computer in for warranty 
work, you should.  Of course, it is always 
best if you’ve been doing back-ups as 
you go, to avoid a “crisis” point. 

Manufacturers cover their butts very 
well on clients’ data.  If you check on the 
websites of any brand name computer 
manufacturer under warranties, you’ll 
find an average of 6 pages of fine 
print.  Buried deep in there is a line that 
everyone should be aware of: 

“IF CUSTOMER’S DATA IS 
ALTERED OR LOST DUE TO 
ANY TROUBLE, FAILURE 
OR MALFUNCTION OF THE 
HARDWARE OR OTHER STORAGE 
DEVICES AND THE DATA 
CANNOT BE RECOVERED; THE 
MANUFACTURER SHALL NOT BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGE OR LOSS 

OF DATA, OR ANY OTHER DAMAGE 
RESULTING THEREFROM.” 

There it is... your data.  The 
manufacturer will not be responsible 
for your Aunt Mary’s 75th birthday 
party pictures, or that copy of your 
2016 tax return files. 

Now what about extended 
warranties?  We all hear about them, 
but most people do not get the extended 
coverage.  I think its money well spent-
especially for laptops!  The average 
cost of an extra 2-year warranty (for a 
total of 3 years) is around $150. US. 

To put that in perspective, if you 
have a failed motherboard or a bad 
screen on a laptop after the 1-year 
mark, and you don’t have the extended 
warranty, it’ll run you $150.-$250. 
US to have either of those fixed.  The 
extended warranty really is so worth it, 
if it’s from a reliable manufacturer.  

One note about the fine print of 
computer screen and TV warranties.  
Just because you may have a bad pixel 
(odd color dot on the screen) it does 
not necessarily fall into the warranty 
covered category.  Standard industry 
practice is that you must have at least 
5 bad pixels on your screen or TV, 
in order for it to be a warranty issue.  
You’ll see some unknown brands of 
dirt cheap flat screen TV’s out there.  
BEWARE - ask about the warranty 
before buying that “incredible” deal!! 

I’ve asked about some real cheap TV’s 
I’ve seen in stores around town here and 
they only had 6 months’ warranty!! (If 
you can find the manufacturer when you 
need them.)  If a company doesn’t have 
faith in their product… why should 
you?  If the price seems too good to be 
true... it probably is!

That’s all my time for now.  If 
you’d like to download this article 
or previous ones, you can do so at 
www.RonnieBravo.com and click 
on “articles”.  See you again next 
week... until then, remember: only safe 
Internet!
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Paul Coulter | Edited by: Will Shortz  |       New York Times

Solution on Page 13

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row, 
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box). 

Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits 
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain 
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.

It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might 
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline 
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

Solution on Page 13
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